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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we defined i-open sets and i-star generalized w-closed sets in 

bitopological spaces ),,( 21 X  by using the definition of i-open sets in topological 

space ( ),X  (see[6]). We present some fundamental properties and relations between 

these classes of sets, further we give examples to explain these relations.  
Keywords: i-open sets, bitopological spaces. 
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  -*معممة من النوعi−المجاميع  المغلقة من النمطو  i-عرفنا المجاميع المفتوحة من النوع ،في هذا البحث

wفي الفضاءات التبولوجية الثنائية),,( 21 Xمن النوع باستخدام تعريف المجاميع المفتوحة-i  في الفضاء
)التبولوجي ),Xتم إعطاء بعض الخصائص األساسية والعالقات بين هذه األصناف من المجاميع ( [6])انظر .

 معززة باألمثلة والبراهين.
 ، الفضاءات التبولوجية الثنائية. i-مفتوحة من النوعال يعماجالمالكلمات المفتاحية: 

0. Introduction 

Sheik and Sundaram in 2004 [9], introduced g*-closed sets in bitopological spaces. 

Kannan and Chandrasekhara in 2006 [4], introduced regular star generalized closed sets 

in bitopological spaces. Mahdi in 2007 [5], introduced the concept of semi-open and 

semi-closed sets in bitopological spaces. Benchalli, Patil and Rayanagoudar in 2010 [2], 

introduced w-locally closed sets in bitopological spaces. Sheik and Maragathavalli in 

2010 [8], introduced the concept of strongly −*g closed sets in bitopological spaces. 

Nagaveni and Rajarubi in 2012 [7], introduced GRW-closed sets and GRW-continuity 

in bitopological spaces. Mohammed and Askandar In 2012 [6], introduced the concept 

of i-open sets as: A subset A of a topological space ),( X  is said to be i-open set[6]  if 

there exists an open set G≠ , X such that G)(AA Cl . The complement of an i-open 

set is called i-closed set, which could entire them together with many other concepts of 

generalized open sets.  The aim of this paper is to introduce the concept of i-open sets in 

bitopological spaces ),,( 21 X . This class of sets may be to enter together with other 

classes  of sets in bitopological spaces which have been mentioned above for 

comparison  and to find the similar properties and characterizations. Throughout this 
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work, i  is a family of all i-open sets[6] of X). This work consists of two sections. In 

the first one, we define i-open sets in bitopological spaces and we give many related 

examples.  In the second section, we define i-star generalized w-closed sets, i-star 

generalized w-open sets and study their basic properties in bitopological spaces. 

),,( 21 X  denote a bitopological space, where ),( 1X and ),( 2X  are topological 

spaces.  For any subset XA , )(AInti −  and )(ACli −  denote the interior and 

closure of a set A with respect to the topology i . A point Xx  is called a 

condensation point of A [3] if for each U  with Ux , the set AU   is uncountable. 

A is called closedw− [3] if it contains all its condensation points. The complement of 

an closedw−  set is called openw − . The closurew− [3] and eriorw int− [3] of A with 

respect to the topology i  , that can be defined in a manner similar to

)int()( AandACl ii −−  , respectively, will be denoted by

)(int)( AandACl wiwi −−  , respectively. CA  denotes the complement of A in X .   

1. i-Open Sets in Bitopological Spaces. 

In this section, we define i-open sets in bitopological spaces by giving many 

related examples and we study the properties of these sets. Also we define many 

concepts of generalized open sets in bitopological spaces and we give many related 

examples. 

Definition 1.1.  Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space, a subset A of X is said to be 

)( 21 setopeni −−  if there exists setopen−1  XU ,  s.t. )(2 UAClA − . The 

complement of )( 21 setopeni −−  is called )( 21 setclosedi −− . 

Definition 1.2. A bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is said to be Bi-Topologically 

Extended for i-open sets ( .... IETBi ) if ),( 21 setsopeniX −− is a topological space. 

On the other hand, if ),( 21 setsopeniX −−  is not a topological space then, ),,( 21 X  

is called non-Bi-Topologically Extended for i-open sets(not .... IETBi  ). Where, 

setsopeni −−21  denote the family of all i-open sets in the bitopological space 

),,( 21 X .  

Example 1.3.   Let },,{ cbaX = , }},,{},{,{},},{,{ 21 XbaaXa  == . 

:1 aresetsopen− Xa},{, . :2 aresetsclosed− Xccb },{},,{, . 

).}){},({(},{

)}){},({(},{),}){}({(}{

2

22

XacaClca

XabaClbaXaaCla

=−

=−=−








 

Then, },{},,{},{ cabaa  are −21 setsopeni − . 

But, },{},{},{ cbcb  are not −21 setsopeni − because there is no existence

Usetopen−1 s.t. ))}({(}{)),}({(}{ 22 UcClcUbClb  −−   

))},({(},{ 2 UcbClcb −  Therefore, }},,{},,{},{,{21 Xcabaasetsopeni  =−− . 

Xbccbsetsclosedi },{},{},,{,21  =−−  

Where, ),( 21 setsopeniX −−  is a topological space. Then, ),,( 21 X  is a .... IETBi  

space. 

Example 1.4.  Let },,,{ dcbaX = , }},,{},{},{,{},},,{},{,{ 21 XcacaXdcba  == . 
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:1 aresetsopen− Xdcba },,,{},{, . 

:2 aresetsclosed− Xdbdbadcb },,{},,,{},,,{, . 

By the same way, in Example 1.3, we have: 

}},,,{},,{},,{},,,{

},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{},{,{21

Xdbadabadcb

dcdbcbdcbasetsopeni  =−−
 

}.},{},,{},,{},{},,{},,{

},,{},,,{},,,{},,,{},,,{,{21

Xccbdcabaca

dadcadbadcadcbsetsclosedi  =−−  

Where, ),( 21 setsopeniX −−  is not a topological space. Then, ),,( 21 X  is not 

.... IETBi  space. 

Definition 1.5.  Let (X, τi) be a topological space and let A be a subset of X . Recall that 

the intersection of  all i-closed sets containing A is called i-closure of A[6], denoted by 

Cli(A): Cli(A)= i
i

F


 . iFA i   where, iF  is i-closed set i in a topological space (X, 

τi). Cli(A) is the smallest i-closed set containing A. 

Definition 1.6.  Let (X, τi) be a topological space and let A be a subset of X. Recall that 

the union of  all i-open sets contained in A is called i-Interior of A[6], denoted by Inti(A). 

Inti(A)= I i
i



 iAI i  . Where,  Ii is i-open set i in a topological space (X, τi). 

Inti(A) is the largest i-open set contained in A. 
Theorem 1.7.  Every setopen−1  is ),,( 21 X in setopeni −   
Or ( − 211 (  −i open sets)). 

Proof Let X be a finite non empty set.  Let

},,.......,,,{},,,.......,,{ 212211 XBBBXAAA nn  ==  . 

Where, XBXA ii  , i . 

:1 aresetsopen− XAAA n ,,.......,, 21 . 

:2 aresetsclosed− XBXBXBX n ,,.......,,, 21 −−− . 

FAA
ii

ii

FAACl


=−

 )(2 , where F is setclosed−2 . 

At least, X is a setclosed−2  contains ii AA   i . 

Hence, XFAACl
FAA

ii
ii

==−


 )(2 . 

Therefore, ))(( 2 XFAAClA
FAA

iii
ii

==−


 i . 

Then, ( − 211 (  −i open sets)). 

The converse of Theorem 1.7 is not true. Indeed, in Example 1.4 },{ cb  is 

setopeni −−21 , but is not −1 open set.▄ 

Definition 1.8.  Let ),( X be a topological space, recall that extension  τi [6] is the 

family of all i-open subsets of space X. 

Remark 1.9.  [6] (X, τi) need not to be a topological space. 

Definition 1.10.  [6] A topological space ),( X  is said to be Topologically Extended 

for i-open sets (shortly T.E.I) if and only if  

(X, τi) is a topological space. Otherwise is called not T.E.I. 
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Theorem 1.11.  [6] Let X be a non-empty finite set and let },,{ XA =  where, A is a 

subset of   X and containing only one element. Then, (X, τ) is T.E.I. (i.e. (X, τi)  is a 

topological space). 

Corollary 1.12.  Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and let ),( 1X  be a (T.E.I.)  
topological space as like as in Theorem 1.11, let i

12  =  where, i

1  is the family of all i-

open sets in a topological space ),( 1X , then,. 2= setsopeni − −21   
Proof  Suppose that X={x1,x2,………,xn} and }},{,{ 11 Xx = . 

:1 aresetsopen−  ,{x1},X. 

By definition of i-open sets, we have: 
i

1 ={ ,{x1 },{x1,x2 },{x1,x3 },………,{x1,xn },{x1,x2,x3 },{x1,x2,x4 },……, 
{x1,x2,xn },……………,{x1,x3,x4,…….,xn },{x1,x2,………,xn }=X}. 
Since, i

12  =  then :2 aresetsclosed− {x1,x2,…,xn }=X , 

 {x2,x3,x4,...,xn },{x3,x4 ,….,xn },{x2 ,x4 ,….,xn },……,{x2,…,xn-1},{x4 ,…,xn}, 

{x3 ,x5,..,xn},..,{x3 ,…,xn-1},…,{x2}, . 

Since, }{ 1x  is the alone Xsetopen ,1  − and the intersection between }{ 1x  and the 

sets {x2},{x3 },…,{xn},…,{x2,x3 },..,{x2,xn },{x2,x3,x4},…., 

{x2,x3,xn },..,{x3,x4,xn},…,{xn-2,xn-1,xn} which does not contain }{ 1x , equal to    and by 

the same way in Theorem 1.11 we have: 

−21 setsopeni − 2=  where, i

12  = .▄ 

Example 1.13.  Let },,{ cbaX = , 

}},,{},,{},{,{},},{,{ 121 XcabaaXa i  ===  

.},{},{},,{,:2 Xbccbaresetsclosed  −  

By the same way of the examples mentioned above, we have: 

−21 setsopeni − 2=  

Definition 1.14.  A set A of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is called: 

1. setcloseddgeneralize−21 )( 21 setclosedg −−  [3]  

if UACl − )(2  where UA  and XU   is .1 setopen−  
2. setopeng −−21 [3] if AX −  is .21 closedg −−  

3. .1 setclosed− is X AF  where  )(2 AIntF i− if   setopenig −−21   
4. .21 openig −− is  AX − if  setclosedig −−21   
5.  setclosedgenralzedstari −−21 )*( 21 setclosedgi −−    

if UACl − )(2  where UA  and XU   is .setopeni −  −1   
6. setopengenralzedstari −−21  )*( 21 setopengi −−  if AX −  is 

.*21 closedgi −−  

7. setclosedwgenralzed −−21 ( setclosedgw−−21 )[1] 

 if UAClw − )(2 where UA and XU   is .1 setopen−  

8. setopenwgenralzed −−21 ( setopengw−−21 )[1] if AX −  is 

.21 closedgw−−  
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In the following example X is a finite set. 

Example 1.15.  Let },,{ cbaX = , }},{,{1 Xa = }},{,{2 Xa = . 

From definitions mentioned above we have: 

Xasetsopen },{,:1  − , .},,{,:1 Xcbsetsclosed  −  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:1 Xcbcabacbasetsclosedw  −−  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:1 Xcbcabacbasetsopenw  −−  

.},,{},,{},{,:1 Xcabaasetsopeni  −−  

.},{},{},,{,:1 Xbccbsetsclosedi  −−  

Xasetsopen },{,:2  − , .},,{,:2 Xcbsetsclosed  −  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:2 Xcbcabacbasetsclosedw  −−  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:2 Xcbcabacbasetsopenw  −−  

.},,{},,{},{,:2 Xcabaasetsopeni  −−  

.},{},{},,{,:2 Xbccbsetsclosedi  −−  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{,:21 Xcbcabacbsetsclosedg  −−  

.))1)(14.1((}{})({

})({}{

2

221

definitionaXaClbut

XXaClbecausesetclosedgnotisa

=−

=−−−




 

))2(14.1(}{

},{}{},{

.},{},{},{},,{},,{,:

21

21

21

difinitionsetclosedgnotisaand

cbabecausesetopengnotiscbbut

Xabcbacasetsopeng

C

−−

=−−

−−







 

Xsetsopengi ,:21  −− , .,:21 Xsetsclosedgi  −−  

Xcbsetsclosedgi },,{,:*21  −− , .},{,:*21 Xasetsopengi  −−  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:21 Xcbcabacbasetsclosedgw  −−  

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:21 Xcbcabacbasetsopengw  −−  

In the following example X is an infinite set. 

Example 1.16.  Let RX = , },,{1 RQR −=  },,{2 RQ = . Where, R  is the set of real 

numbers, Q  is the set of rational numbers and QR −  is the set of irrational numbers. 

From definitions mentioned above, we have: 

RQRsetsopen ,,:1 −−  , .,,:1 RQsetsclosed  −  

.

,,,,:1

setsclosedwofdefinition

thesatisfieswhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedw

−

−−− 
 

.

,,,,:

1

1

setsclosedwofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopenw

−−

−−−




 

..

,,,:

1

1

setopeninotisQsetsopeniofdefinition

thesatisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQRsetsopeni

−−−

−−−




 

..

,,,:

11

1

setclosedinotisQRsetsopeniofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQsetsclosedi

−−−−−

−−




 

RQsetsopen ,,:2  − , .,,:2 RQRsetsclosed −−   

.

,,,,:2

setsclosedwofdefinition

thesatisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedw

−

−−− 
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.

,,,,:

2

2

setsclosedwofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopenw

−−

−−−




 

.

,,,:2

setsopeniofdefinition

thesatisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQsetsopeni

−

−− 
 

.

,,,:

2

2

setsopeniofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQRsetsclosedi

−−

−−−





.

,,,,:

21

21

setsclosedgofdefinition

thesatisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedg

−−

−−−





.

,,,,:

21

21

setsclosedgofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopeng

−−

−−−




 

..

,,,:

2121

21

setopenginotisQRsetsopengiofdefinitionthe

satisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQsetsopengi

−−−−−

−−




 

..

,,,:

2121

21

setclosedginotisQsetsopengiofscomplement

thearewhichRsetsotherRQRsetsclosedgi

−−−−

−−−




 

.*

,,,,:*

21

21

setsclosedgiofdefinitionthe

satisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedgi

−−

−−−




 

.*

,,,,:*

21

21

setsclosedgiofscomplementthe

arewhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopengi

−−

−−−




 

.

,,,,:

21

21

setsclosedgwofdefinitionthe

satisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedgw

−−

−−−




 

.

,,,,:

21

21

setsclosedgwofscomplementthe

arewhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopengw

−−

−−−




 

2. i-Star Generalized w-Closed and i-Star Generalized w-Open Sets in 

Bitopological Spaces. 

Throughout this section, we define i-star generalized w-closed, i-star generalized 

w-open sets and study their basic properties in bitopological spaces. 

Definition 2.1.  A set A  of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is said to be 

setclosedwgenralizedstari −−−21 −21(  −wgi * )setclosed , if UAClw − )(2  

where, UA and XU   is a −1 .setopeni −  

In Example 1.15, we have: 

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:*21 Xcbcabacbasetsclosedgwi  −−  

in Example 1.16, we have: 

.*

,,,,:*

21

21

setsclosedgwiofdefinitionthe

satisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsclosedgwi

−−

−−−



  

Remark 2.2.  [6] Every open set in a topological space ),( X  is i-open .  

Theorem 2.3.  Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and XA then, the followings 

are true: 

1. If  A is closedw−−2   then, A  is closedgwi −− *21 . 
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2. If  A is openi −−1  and closedgwi −− *21 then, A  is closedw−−2 . 

3. If A  is closedgwi −− *21 then, A  is  closedgw−−21 . 

Proof   

1. Suppose that A  is .openi − −1 are  XU  and UA . Let closedw−−2  then 

UAAClw =− )(2 . 

Therefore, A  is closedgwi −− *21 . 

2. Suppose that A  is openi −−1  and closedgwi −− *21 . Let  AA  and  A  is 

−1 openi − . Then, AAClw − )(2 . Therefore, AAClw =− )(2 . Then, A  is 

closedw−−2 . 

3. Suppose that A  is closedgwi −− *21 . Let UA and. Since, open−1 is  XU   
is   A . Then, UAClw − )(2 (Remark 2.2), we have X in  openi − −1 isU

. ▄   closedgw−−21  
Theorem 2.4.   Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space, then every 

setclosedgi −− *21  in X  is closedgwi −− *21 . 

Proof  Suppose that A  is setclosedgi −− *21 , we have UACl − )(2 , where 

UA  and XU   are setopeni −−1 . 

Since, )()( 22 AClAClw −−  ,  

we have UAClAClw −− )()( 22  .  

Therefore, A  is closedgwi −− *21 .▄ 

Remark 2.5.  The converse of Theorem 2.4 is not true. Indeed, in Example 1.15, 

  A = {a, b} is closedgwi −− *21 set, but is not closedgi −− *21 . 

setclosedgi −− *21 closedgwi −− *21                   
 
Theorem 2.6.  If A  is setclosedgwi −− *21  in X  and )(2 AClBA w−  , then 

B is setclosedgwi −− *21 . 

Proof  Suppose that A  is setclosedgwi −− *21  in X  and )(2 AClBA w−  . Let 

UB and U  is setopeni −−1 . Then, UA .Since, A  is setclosedgwi −− *21

,we have UAClw − )(2 . Since, )(2 AClB w− , UAClBCl ww −− )()( 22  . 

Hence, B is closedgwi −− *21 .▄    

Theorem 2.7.  If A  and B  are setsclosedgwi −− *21 then, so is BA . 

Proof Suppose that A  and B  are setsclosedgwi −− *21 . Let XU   be 

setopeni −−1 and UBA )(  . Then, UA and UB . Since, A  and B  are 

setsclosedgwi −− *21 , we have  UAClw − )(2 and UBClw − )(2 . Then, 

UBAClw − )(2  . Therefore, BA  is .*21 setclosedgwi −− ▄ 

Theorem 2.8.  Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and XA then, the following 

are true: 
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1. If  A is closed−2   then, A  is closedw −−2 . 

2. If  A is closedgi −− *21  then,. closedg −−21 is  A   
3. If  A  is closedg −−21 then, A  is  closedgw−−21  . 

Proof   

1. Suppose that A  is closed−2 .  Then  AACl =− )(2 . Since,  

AAClAClw =−− )()( 22  , we have AAClw =− )(2 . Therefore, A  is

closedw −−2 . 

2. Suppose that A  is UA . Let closedgi −− *21  and. open−1 is  XU   
Therefore, UACl − )(2 . Then, A  is closedg −−21 . 

3. Suppose that A  is closedg −−21 . Let UA and. open−1 are  XU   
Therefore, UACl − )(2 .  

Since UAClAClw −− )()( 22  , we have UAClw − )(2 . Then, A  is  

closedgw−−21 . ▄ 

Remark 2.9.   The converses of Theorem 2.8 are not true. Indeed, In Example 1.15,  A 

= {a, c} is setclosedw−−2 , but is not closed−2 , A={a,c} is setclosedg −−21 , 

but is not setclosedgi −− *21 . Also {a} is closedgw−−21 set but, is not 

closedg −−21 . 

setclosed−2 closedw−−2                          

 

setclosedgi −− *21 closedg −−21                         

 

setclosedg −−21 closedgw−−21                         
 

Definition 2.10.  A set A  of a bitopological space ),,( 21 X  is said to be 

setopenwgenralzedstari −−−21 )*( 21 setopengwi −− , if AX −  is 

.*21 setclosedgwi −−  

In Example 1.15. we have: 

.},,{},,{},,{},{},{},{,:*21 Xcbcabacbasetsopengwi  −−  

Also, in Example 1.16 we have: 

.*

,,,,:*

21

21

setsopengwiofdefinitionthe

satisfiesitwhichRsetsotherRQQRsetsopengwi

−−

−−−




 

Theorem 2.11.  A set A  is setopengwi −− *21 if and only if  )(2 AIntF w− , 

where AF   and XF   is. setclosedi − −1    
Proof Suppose that A  is setopengwi −− *21 . Suppose that XF   is −1  

CF . Then AF  and setclosedi − is is CA . Since, 
CC FA  and  openi − −1  
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. Since, CC

w FACl − )(2 , we have setclosedgwi −− *21

. )(2 AIntF w− , we have  Cw

C

w AIntACl )()( 22 −=−   

Conversely, suppose that )(2 AIntF w−  where AF   and XF   is −1  
CF and   

CC FA  . Then, setclosedi − is and )(2 AIntF w− . Since, openi − −1  
is CA . Then, CC

w FACl − )(2 ,  we have  Cw

C

w AIntACl )()( 22 −=− 

setclosedgwi −− *21 . Therefore,.▄          setopengwi −− *21 is  A   
Theorem 2.12.  If A  and B  are separated setsopengwi −− *21 , then so is BA . 

Proof Suppose that A  and B  are setsopengwi −− *21 . Let XF   be 

setclosedi −−1 and )( BAF  . Since A  and B  are separated sets, we have 

 =−=− )()( 11 BClABACl  .  

Also,  =−=− )()( 22 BClABACl   . Then,

AAClBAAClF =−− )()()( 22   . By the same way, we have 

BBClF − )(2 . Since, XF   is setclosedi −−1 , we have )(1 AClF −  and

)(1 BClF −  are setsclosedi −−1 . Since,     A  and B  are setsopengwi −− *21 , 

we have  )()( 22 AIntAClF w−−  and )()( 22 BIntBClF w−−  . Now  
)( BAFF =  ))(( 2 AClF −  ))(( 2 BClF −  

                             )(2 BAIntw − .  

Therefore, BA  is .*21 setopengwi −− ▄ 

Theorem 2.13.  If A  and B  are setsopengwi −− *21 then so is BA . 

Proof Suppose that A  and B  are setsopengwi −− *21 . Let XF   be 

setclosedi −−1 and )( BAF  , we have AF   and BF  . Since, A  and B  are 

setsopengwi −− *21 , we have  )(2 AIntF w− and )(2 BIntF w− .  Then

).(2 BAIntF w −  
Therefore, BA  is .*21 setopengwi −− ▄ 

Theorem 2.14.  If A  is setopengwi −− *21  in X  and ABAIntw − )(2 , then 

B is setopengwi −− *21 . 

Proof Suppose that A  is setopengwi −− *21  in X  and ABAIntw − )(2 . Let 

XF   be setclosedi −−1 and BF  . Since, BF   and AB , we have AF  . 

Since, A  is setopengwi −− *21 , we have )(2 AIntF w−  and  Since, 

BAIntw − )(2 , we have )(2 AIntw− )(2 BIntw− . Then, )(2 BIntF w− . 

Therefore,  B is opengwi −− *21 . ▄   

Theorem 2.15.   Let ),,( 21 X  be a bitopological space and XA then the followings 

are true: 

1. If  A is openw−−2 , then A  is .*21 opengwi −−  

2. If  A is closedi −−1  and opengwi −− *21 , then A  is openw−−2 . 

3. If  A  is opengwi −− *21 then A  is  opengw−−21  . 
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4. If  A  is opengi −− *21 then A  is  opengwi −− *21  . 

5. If  A  is open−2 then A  is  openw−−2  . [3] 

6. If  A is opengi −− *21  then A  is openg −−21 . 

7. If  A  is openg −−21  then A  is  opengw−−21  . 

Proof   

1. Suppose that A  is openw−−2 . We have CA is closedw−−2 . Then,is CA  
(Theorem2.3(1)) . closedgwi −− *21  

Therefore, A  is opengwi −− *21 . 

2. Suppose that A  is closedi −−1  and opengwi −− *21 . Then, CA is −1 openi −  

and closedgwi −− *21 .  

Then,. openw−−2 is  A (Theorem2.3(2)). Therefore , closedw−2 is CA   
3. Suppose that A  is opengwi −− *21 . Then, CA is  closedgwi −− *21 , hence CA  

is closedgw−−21 (Theorem2.3(3)). Therefore, A  is  opengw−−21  . 

4. Suppose that A  is opengi −− *21 . Then, CA is  closedgi −− *21 , hence CA is  

closedgwi −− *21 (Theorem 2.4). Therefore, A  is opengwi −− *21 . 
5. (see [3]). 
6. Suppose that A  isis CA , hence closedgi −− *21 is  CA . Then, opengi −− *21   

 closedg −−21 (Theorem 2.8(2)) 

Therefore, A  is openg −−21 . 
7. Suppose that A  is openg −−21 . Then, CA  is closedg −−21 , hence CA is 

closedgw−−21 (Theorem 2.8(3)). 

Therefore, A  is opengw−−21 . ▄ 

Remark 2.16.  The converses of Theorem 2.15(4)(5)(6)(7) are not true. Indeed, In 

Example 1.15 , A = {b} is opengwi −− *21 , but it is not=  Aand  opengi −− *21  
{b} is setopenw−−2 , but it is not open−2 . Also, A={b} is setopeng −−21 , but 

it is not setopengi −− *21 .  

{b, c} is opengw−−21  set but it is not openg −−21 . 

 

setopengi −− *21 opengwi −− *21                            
 
 

setopen−2 openw−−2                            
 

setopengi −− *21 openg −−21                          
 

setopeng −−21 opengw−−21                       
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